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Pretty great game. Despite the retro look it feels unique as well as charming and quirky. The writing is very good and avoids
cliches. Brings to mind the first Fallout but also Dune, Dark Sun, Book of the New Sun and Caves of Qud. The game doesn't
hold your hand at all but the tutorial is thorough and the UI is responsive so you don't feel you're struggling to control the game..
I have a passion for ambient soundscapes, analog synth music, deserts, and reading. I also enjoy early 90's EotB type crawlers. It
seemed like the stars aligned and pointed straight at this game. But then I started to read. I am so sorry to say this, but the
writing was so bad that it came across as unintelligible gibberish at times.. I really can't recommend this game enough. It took
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longer than usual to wrap my head around this game, but it grew on me after a while I found myself totally immersed in the
game. At first I thought the realtime combat might be too much of a challenge, but then I remapped the keys so that I can play
with both hands on the keyboard, and now combat is quite elegant and really a lot of fun. I like the unique setting and
atmosphere, and also the way the story is told through interludes in the style of a gamebook. The game is different in so many
aspects from your typical dungeon crawler that it is a very fresh and unique experience. At first it may look a bit rough around
the edges, but actually it is not, it is actually a very carefully crafted experience. While playing, I frequently remembered how I
first played Ultima Underworld more than 25 years ago, because it has a similar way of making a whole world come alive in my
head. Time will tell, but I think this is a game I will come back to quite a few times. Edit: Saw there is the soundtrack and an
artbook available as DLC, which I had to instabuy just to give the developers more money.
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